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What is montag's plan for escape from the city

- No, no, no, no. How did Beatty give Montag hints that he is suspected? He sent a mechanical hound to his house as a warning to Montag that he was suspected, but it seemed that he had not given her a second thought.43. Who had to return the books from the garden? Meredith was the only one who could know that
there were books in the garden.44. Who turned to the signal before Montag? At first Montag thought that Mildred had turned him over, but he was told by the captain that she was actually one of the ladies that came to visit. AJAY:45. What happened to Montag's green bullets? Captain Beatty learned that Montag had a
green bullet, so he took a green bullet and put it in his coat.46. Why did Montag burn Beatty's body? Montag burned Beatty's body because Montag thought Beatty was going to trace a green bullet to Faber and kill him. 47. What is Montag's plan to escape? Montag's plan for us to go up the river that is on the edge of the
city and from there, he has to find a group of railway tracks sohe can find people who are actual thinkers and understand and know what they want to do with their lives. - No, no, no, no. How much money did Montag give Faber? One hundred dollars.49. How many scents can a mechanical hound remember?10,000
smell indices of 10,000 men. 50. Why did Montag want Faber to turn on air conditioners and sprinklers? He turned on the air conditioner to wipe the smell of his breath, so it would seem that he was never there. He wanted to turn sprinklers to wipe the sidewalks. OH, IF IT'S GREAT. Interpret Twenty million Montag works
faster if the cameras catch it. If the camera catches him, it'll be T.V. and the whole city will see it.52. Why montag veer internal search? Search veer inland because Montag is a trip in the country.53. Who died at montag site? An innocent man. Justin:54. What Granger means Welcome back from the dead. Everyone
thought Montag was dead because of the media.55. When Granger and other like-minded people stopped by the authorities, why is there no evidence of the accused found? Because Granger and other like-minded people burned their books after reading them.56. Do you have a feeling that there are other book chapters
in other cities? What proof do you have? Yes, other people memorize the chapters they read in other cities. Nanette:57. What Granger means in your quote you're not important. You're not doing anything.? Granger says that every person in this world is actually quite insignificant because those who live longer will just
get a glimpse of what's going on. Resources are there for everyone, but not all will utilize resources. As a result, this is a message and an idea that is important. This underlines Faber's idea that the meaning of the book is much more important than the book itself. Granger wants Montag to remember that because at the
moment a person is more knowledgeable, does not mean that he would have a higher social status. It's an idea that people want to learn and pass on knowledge that is important. 58. Explain the last consequences of events on the last pages 4-5. Society is destroyed by the stupidity of mankind. It is a cycle and society
needs to be renewed, which begins with the war to destroy the city of Montag. To continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Part 3 asked Aziz A 11/14/2014 12:40 Last updated aslan 11/14/2014 4:22 AM Add Your answered Aslan
11/14/2014 4:22 Montag is going to run into the river float and stream. This will throw mechanical hounds away from its smell.  From the opening of the second visit with Faber Montag's glimpse into Clarisse's empty house, and Beatty, guessing that he fell under his influence, berates him for it. Mildred rushes out of the
house with a suitcase and is driven out by taxi, and Montag realizes it must be called an alarm. Beatty orders Montag to burn down the house himself with his flamethrower and warns that the hound is watching him if he tries to escape. Montag burns everything, and when it is finished, Beatty places him in custody. Beatty
sees that Montag is listening to something and strikes him on the head. The radio drops out of Montag's ear, and Beatty picks him up, saying that he will trace the person to the other end. After Beatty eggs him with more literary quotes, his last quote from Julius Caesar, Montag turns his flamethrower on Beatty and burns
him crisp. Other firefighters are not moving, and he knocks them out. The mechanical hound appears and injects Montag's leg with an anesthetic until he manages to destroy it with his flamethrower. Montag stumbles away on his numb foot. He goes where he hid the books in his backyard and finds four that Mildred
missed. He hears the sirens coming up and trying to continue down the stairs, but he falls and starts sob. He forces himself to rise up and act until numbness leaves his leg. Montag puts regular seashell radio in his ear and hears a police warning warning people to be on the lookout for him that he is alone and walking
away. He finds a gas station and washes soot from his face to make it look less suspicious. He hears on the radio that war has been declared. He starts crossing a wide street and almost hit the speed of the car towards him. At first Montag thinks it is the police coming to get him, but he later realizes that the occupants of
the car are children who would kill him for no reason, and he asks angrily whether they were the drivers who killed Clarisse. He creeps into the house of one of his co-workers and hides books, then calls the alarm out of the phone booth. It goes to house, tells him what happened, and gives the professor some money.
Faber instructs him to follow the old railroad tracks of the city in search of camps for homeless intellectuals and tells Montag to meet him in St. Louis sometime in the future, where he intends to meet a retired printer. Faber turns on the TV news, and they hear that the new Mechanical Hound, after the helicopter camera
crew, was sent after Montag. Montag takes a suitcase full of Faber's old clothes, tells the professor how to clean his house montag smells, that the hound won't be led there, and goes off into the night. Faber plans to take the bus out of town to visit his printer friend as soon as possible. Analysis It is an eternal movement;
thing a man wanted to invent but never was . . . It's a secret. His true beauty is that he destroys responsibility and consequences . . . clean, fast, real; nothing to rot later. Antibiotic, aesthetic, practical. See The Important Quotes Explained Mildred's betrayal of Montag is over, and he realizes that she will soon forget him
as she drives away, comforting herself with her seashell radio. Montag doesn't feel particularly angry at her, however; his feelings are just pity and regret. This part of the novel is dominated by the final confrontation between Montag and Beatty. Beatty's ironic self-awareness, his understanding that his choices have not
made him truly happy, seems to grow throughout the novel, and he comes to the surface of his final scene when his behavior seems deliberately calculated to cause his death. Montag remains emotionally detached in this section. He likes to burn his house as much as he likes burning those others, and he starts to agree
with Beatty that the fire is eliminating his problems. He imagines Mildred and his entire previous life under the ashes, and thinks that he is really far away and that his body is dead. Also, he claims that it's not exactly the one who commits Beatty's murder—he can't tell if it's his hands or beatty reaction to them that drives
him into the act. Beatty is described as no longer human and is no longer known to Montag when he catches fire. Again, like many other things in the novel, fire has two contradictory meanings at once. He represents the replacement of Montag and his liberation, and he achieves his final emancipation by abusing his
power. Ultimately, murder is a much worse crime than burning books. Only later did Montag acknowledge what he had done and feel some regrets about his actions. The novel ends with Montag escaping the city in the middle of a new declaration of war. When he's deep in the country, Montag meets a group of roving
intellectuals who have decided to preserve important literary works in his memory. Shortly after these men welcome Montag into their community, an atomic bomb enters the city, it rubble and ash. The next morning Montag leads the men on foot back to the city. At the thematic level, the conclusion of the novel works to
logically draw its own logical conclusion on violence. Violence infiltrates almost every aspect of the world Bradbury portrays Fahrenheit 451. Firefighters brutally destroy people's property and life. Television programs present terrifying violence in the entertainment of viewers. Pedestrians regularly demolish speeding
vehicles. Now the war is going to a new extreme, completely destroying society and its infrastructure. The end of the novel depicts the inevitable self-destruction of such a oppressive society. But the end also offers a spectre of hope. Now that he is in the country, Montag has time to think for himself for the first time in his
life. He remembers the lines of ecclesiast, because he does not need to face loud ads or families on television screaming in his ears. Moreover, despite the fact that he believed that he and Faber were the only citizens committed to resisting the fire brigade, Montag is now finding the entire rebel community. Indeed, this
community has formed a wide network of like-minded individuals, all of whom are dedicated to preserving themselves in the books. In addition to belonging to this new community, Montag will help lead the charge to rebuild his old community, which is just so brutally destroying itself. While the novel ends up certainly not



utopian, it offers a sliver of hope for a more thoughtful and only future, one that can rise as a phoenix from literal ashes, as Granger suggests. Shows.
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